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Abstract— First responders equipped with PDAs
in disaster recovery scenarios may need to make
decisions that select the best out of multiple options.
Each of these options may originate from different
parts of the network (e.g., risk assessment of various
entrances to a collapsed building). Yet the highest
priority option needs to be spread to all nodes within
a time deadline and in an efﬁcient manner, i.e., by
preventing lower priority options from spreading
too far. We deﬁne this problem as PriorityCast,
and study a wide range of possible solutions. The
emphasis is on solutions that are scalable, and
resilient to unreliability and unpredictability. Our
basic scheme, called Flood and Suppress, suppresses
lower priority options from being forwarded by a
node that has seen other higher priority options. We
then augment this basic scheme using probabilistic
approaches, background gossiping techniques, and
delayed propagation. We quantify the impact of using
various combinations of the mentioned approaches,
by presenting mathematical analysis for the Flood
and Suppress protocol, and evaluating a suite of
composable PriorityCast protocols via simulations.
The results provide insight into the feasibility and
scalability of this class of solutions. While the focus
of this paper is on the PriorityCast problem, these
solutions are also relevant as potential building blocks
for other distributed operations in ad-hoc networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper addresses a realistic ad-hoc networking problem, called PriorityCast, that arises out
of a large-scale project1 aimed at building an
infrastructure for disaster recovery scenarios. In our
1
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infrastructure, we envision that relief and rescue
operations in large disaster sites will involve a very
large number (potentially hundreds) of ﬁrst responders such as ﬁre-ﬁghters, police ofﬁcers, medical
personnel and engineers, who will be equipped
with wireless-enabled communication devices (e.g.,
PDAs).
The ﬁrst responders will use the ad-hoc network
set up among these PDAs to disseminate, locate,
and share information, and to collaboratively make
time-critical decisions for selection of appropriate courses of action. It is very likely that such
decisions will need to be made many times in
the course of the entire rescue effort. Thus it is
desirable that the dissemination be supported in an
efﬁcient manner, while maintaining a high degree of
reliability even when individual nodes may behave
unpredictably. This paper addresses the issue.
Returning to our example, consider a group of
ﬁrst responders trying to decide which is the best
entrance to enter a collapsed structure. This decision is made from among several options that
may be available. However, each of these options
is seen and evaluated by geographically distant ﬁrst
responders (each potentially standing right in front
of the entrance). Each option is assigned a score or
priority by its evaluator. The problem is to design a
message-efﬁcient protocol that will disseminate the
highest-priority option to all the nodes in the adhoc network, within a time deadline. We term this
problem as PriorityCast. While similar to problems
such as leader-election, and maximum-ﬁnding in
networks, there is a novel aspect to the problem,
in terms of the requirement that the solution scale
well, make minimal assumptions about coordination between nodes, and disseminate information
within the deadline. A naive solution involves sim-
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ply ﬂooding each of the options throughout the
system - this is prohibitive due to the high message
overhead. It also increases network congestion, and
can give rise to an acute form of the Broadcast
Storm problem [1]. In this paper we consider a
range of simple yet effective solutions to address
this issue. We present a continuum approximation
based analysis for a simple Flood-and-Suppress
approach, and evaluate a number of alternative solutions via simulation, including approaches based
on delayed propagation. Though the techniques
comprising these solutions have individually been
used in miscellaneous different contexts before, in
this paper we treat them as a consolidated suite of
protocols that allow for adaptation to different situations, and provide exhaustive evaluation of their
performance for a newly emerging and important
usage scenario.
While this work was motivated by the need for
scalable protocols that require minimum/no prior
coordination in a ﬁrst responder network, the solutions studied in this paper are relevant to the general
problem of disseminating information in a wireless
ad-hoc network.
II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
PriorityCast Problem: Consider an ad-hoc
network of n nodes V = {a1 , a2 , ..., an }. A random
subset of V , of size k , generates values v1 , v2 , ..., vk
respectively, where each value is assigned a unique
and ﬁxed priority by its generator node (source
node). Without loss of generality, we assume that
the values are in non-increasing order of rank, i.e.
rank(i) ≥ rank(i+1), or equivalently a lower subscript value indicates a higher rank (or possibly an
equal rank in case of consecutive subscripts). Denote the option generators as S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sk }
respectively.
The PriorityCast problem is to (1) disseminate
the highest priority option to all nodes, (2) to do
so within a speciﬁed time bound of T seconds
after the options are generated, and (3) to do so
in a message-efﬁcient manner, i.e., by preventing
other lower priority options from spreading too far.
For simplicity, we will assume henceforth that all
options are generated simultaneously, i.e., at the
same instant of time. The presented solutions work
in the case of staggered option generation too.
Requirement (1) is not very rigid in that it may
be acceptable if some nodes receive a close-to-best

option, rather than the best option.
System Model: We assume a typical ad-hoc
network scenario, where each node can broadcast a
message to each of its immediate neighbors through
the wireless medium. We do not assume any a
priori knowledge of the network size/topology
(although an estimated upper bound on network
diameter might be available), or ﬁne-grained synchronization. Since deadline T is O(seconds), we
assume the presence of a coarse grained clock
synchronization at nodes - this is completely orthogonal to the protocol.
Information Semantics : We assume that there
is a global and total order on priorities of options.
If each node were to use a different metric for
comparing options, then it would be impossible for
a node to estimate whether a certain value is relevant to another node or not. In this circumstance,
the only way to ensure that each node receives
its highest priority option is to simply ﬂood all
options. Hence, we focus only on the case where
the ordering relation among all options is globally
consistent. Although we assume a total order in
this paper, our protocols generalize to partial orders
too. In the latter case, a tie between two unordered
values can be broken using arbitrary criteria such
as comparison of generator node’s IP addresses.
Note that in some cases, geographical proximity
may make an option attractive even though it may
not have the highest priority. Since options that
originate nearby have a higher chance of being
seen despite suppression, this concern may be accomodated by allowing a node to ultimately choose
between the highest ranked value it received, and
other comparatively lower-ranked values that originated nearby and were seen by it. Where proximity
is really crucial, another alternative is to have TTLrestricted value propagation within a PriorityCast
instance. Thus a node would decide on the highest
priority option within a certain locality of itself.
III. R ELATED W ORK
The PriorityCast problem is similar in spirit to
the leader-election problem, where a set of participants must agree on a single leader from amongst
themselves. Leader-election has been extensively
studied in the context of distributed algorithms
[2]. Algorithms for leader-election in mobile ad
hoc networks are proposed in [3]. The PriorityCast problem is also closely related to work on
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computation of aggregate information, e.g., maximum, minimum, average etc.There has recently
been signiﬁcant interest in aggregate computation in
sensor networks where energy is a major concern.
A deterministic method for continuous aggregate
monitoring called digest diffusion is proposed in
[4] wherein values are piggybacked on periodic
network/MAC layer beacons. There is no notion of
deadlines.
Though determination of a supremum in PriorityCast can be mapped to leader or maximum determination, the speciﬁc context of this problem leads to
a different (and more relaxed) set of requirements.
In PriorityCast, each node is required to choose a
supremum by a certain deadline, and while it is desired that nodes choose the best value, it is tolerable
if most nodes choose a best or close-to-best value,
and only a few nodes make a bad choice. Besides,
multiple generator nodes may originate values with
the same rank, and nodes may choose any one
of these values (tagged with the corresponding
originator) without violating the problem requirements (contrast this to leader election, where each
participant must choose exactly the same leader
node). These relaxed requirements allow one to
consider simpler solutions that lead to near-optimal
choices by most nodes, and exhibit exceptionally
good scaling behavior. Besides, it is desirable that
the solution(s) make minimum assumptions about
availability of individual nodes, and avoid relying
on establishment of any dissemination structure,
since there may be a high degree of unpredictability
in a disaster scenario.
Epidemics-based algorithms have emerged as a
powerful paradigm in distributed systems research,
due to their ability to achieve scalable communication with probabilistic reliability guarantees. These
algorithms are rooted in epidemiological principles
pertaining to the spread of infectious diseases.
The use of probabilistic broadcast in wireless ad
hoc networks was proposed in [1], where it was
aimed at alleviating the broadcast storm problem.
Amongst other epidemic protocols, a gossip-based
approach toward balancing energy consumption and
latency for broadcasts when nodes use a power-save
protocol has been presented in [5].
Analysis of efﬁcient gossip-based algorithms for
aggregate computation is presented in [6]. Of particular interest is the Distributed Find algorithm
for ﬁnding the φ-th order statistic, that converges

to the correct value in a logarithmic number of
rounds with high probability. However, a designated
leader and synchronized leader-initiated phases are
assumed in the decentralized algorithm. In contrast,
we seek much simpler solutions that do not rely on
any coordination amongst participants.
Another relevant notion is that of probabilistic
semantic reliability which has been considered in
the context of multicast protocols [7]. In [7], it is
proposed that several messages get superseded by
more recent semantically dominant ones while they
are yet to be delivered. Such messages should be
detected and purged to alleviate network congestion (semantic purging). Some recent work in the
domain of energy-efﬁcient routing [8] also uses a
notion of delayed forwarding akin to ours.
IV. A NALYSIS OF A P URE S EMANTIC P URGING
BASED F LOOD - AND -S UPPRESS P ROTOCOL
We present a simple mathematical model for the
spread of information in a network scenario of
the kind described in Section II, when using an
unoptimized protocol using only semantic purging
(referred to in Section I, and in the following
sections, as the basic Flood-and-Suppress protocol).
Consider the network model described in Section II, viz., the network comprises n nodes
a1 , a2 , ..., an , and a random subset of these nodes
of size k originates values v1 , v2 , ..., vk . A lower
subscript value indicates a higher rank. The option
generator nodes are S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sk } respectively. Recall that the Flood-and-Suppress protocol
is based on the notion of semantic purging whereby
if ai receives vj after having received some vl s.t.
l < j , then it suppresses vj .
We present a simple continuum propagation
model wherein there are k generator points
s1 , s2 , ..., sk that originate information, and the
information propagates out in 2-D space from a
generator till it meets the frontier of a higher ranked
value, at which point, the lower priority value
gets suppressed. We ignore any edge effects, i.e.,
the network area may be considered toroidal. The
generator locations are uniformly distributed over
the network area, and the generator location and
generated value are uncorrelated. This information
spread pattern may be viewed as a multi-tiered variant of a Voronoi Growth Model [9]. We consider
the case when all values are emitted at the same
instant (call it t = 0) and propagate through space
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at the same rate. This conforms to the standard
deﬁnition of Voronoi polygons based on Euclidean
distance. The continuum propagation process may
be viewed as inﬁnitesimal area elements receiving
and re-propagating a value. Henceforth we shall
refer to an area element as a site.
Theorem 1: When
the
number
of
generators is k , and generated values
are uncorrelated with generator locations,
E[ num values propagated by a site ]
=
Hk ,
where Hk denotes the k -th harmonic number.
Proof: Consider a site P. We enumerate the
generators in non-decreasing order of distance from
P i.e. si1 , si2 , ..., sik , and call it the distance order
w.r.t. P. Then P will receive and propagate vij iff
∀m < j, rank(vim ) < rank(vij ). Given that the
generator locations are uniformly random and uncorrelated with generated value, each permutation
of S is equally likely as the distance order w.r.t.
P. Thus, P r[sm = sij ] = k1 , ∀1 ≤ j ≤ k . Hence,
we can determine the probability (over all generator
conﬁgurations) that point P receives and propagates
value vm as:
P r[P receives and propagates vm |sm = sij ] =
 k−m P (k−j)!
j−1
if j < (k − m + 1),
(k−1)!
(1)
0
else.

Therefore:
P r[P receives and propagates vm ] =
k−m+1
1  k−m
1
Pj−1 · (k − j)! =
k!
m

(2)

j=1

Thus
k

1
m=1

m

E[ num values propagated by P ]

=

= Hk . Since ln(k + 1) < Hk < ln(k) + 1,

the expected number of distinct values received by
a point is Θ(log k).
The same result is also obtainable via a Voronoi
(j)
polygon argument. Denote by Vi , (i < j ≤
k) the Voronoi polygon of si in a tessellation
having generator-set s1 , ..., sj . The total area of
the network is A. Then, the area that receives
(i)
and propagates vi is given by Area(Vi ). Also
(j)
E[Area(Vi )] is Aj . Thus, the expected area to
which vi propagates is Ai . The probability that
(i)
a site P chosen at random lies within Vi , and
therefore receives and propagates it is thus 1i . Thus

E[ num values propagated by P ] =

k

m=1

1
m

= Hk .

However, the expected value analysis does not
reveal information about the actual distribution. We
now state and prove a stronger claim:
Theorem 2: When the number of generators is
k , and generated values are uncorrelated with generator locations, the number of values propagated
by a given site P is O(log k) with probability at
least 1 − k1 .
Proof: Consider given site P. The generators
now generate values uncorrelated with location
(either absolute, or relative to P). Consider a
permutation π representing the distance order
of the generators w.r.t. P. Since the values are
not correlated with location, any distance order
is equally likely. Then π(i) is the position of
the generator si in the distance order. Evidently
the number of values that may be propagated
in this conﬁguration ≤ π(1). Let π(1) = j .
Let us denote π as i1 , i2 , ..., (ij = 1), ..., ik .
Then, consider the subsequence i1 , i2 , ..., ij−1 .
If max(i1 , ..., ij−1 ) = ip , then the number of
values propagated ≤ p + 1. The same argument
may be applied recursively to the preﬁx sequence
i1 , ..., ip−1 , and so on, till the recursion bottoms
out. Each step of the recursion adds 1 to the
number of values propagated. We thus need to
prove that the depth of the recursion is O(log k)
with probability at least 1 − k1 . Observe that
at the beginning of recursive step i, we have
a preﬁx subsequence πi of π , of some length
li (where l1 = k ). The maximum element of
πi may occupy any of the li positions with
equal probability l1i . If the maximum element
occupies position j , li+1 = j − 1. Thus the preﬁx
subsequence under consideration is reduced in
size. We call a recursive step i a nice reduction,
if li+1 ≤ 12 · li . Then, it may be seen that log2 k
nice reductions sufﬁce for the recursion to bottom
out. The probability that a particular recursive
step i comprises a nice reduction is given by
p ≥ 12 . We consider a sequence of M steps in the
recursion. We denote by Xi the outcome of each
step i, where Xi = 1 if the step comprised a nice
reduction, and is 0 otherwise. Then the Xi s are
i.i.d. random variables with P r[Xi = 1] = p ≥ 21 .
Let X = X1 + X2 + ... + XM . Thus X denotes
the number of nice reductions that occur in the
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sequence of M steps, and E[X] ≥ M
2 . We seek to
determine the probability that X > log2 k , as this
would imply that the recursion bottoms out within
M steps2 , and hence the number of propagated
values ≤ M . For this purpose, it is possible to
make use of the following special form of the
Chernoff bounds [10]:

We present our protocol descriptions in terms of
a number of building blocks from which various
hybrid protocols may be composed, as per requirement:
• Semantic Purging: This is the most basic
mechanism. In our context, semantic purging
implies supression of lower priority values if
a higher priority value has already been seen.
−β 2 E[X]
•
Re-propagation
Delay: To reduce trafﬁc, one
), 0 < β < 1
P r[X ≤ (1−β)E[X]] ≤ exp(
2
may stipulate that if a node receives a value
(3)
3
v
that is currently the supremum, it will reWe set M = 9 ln k (note that log2 k < 2 ln k ), and
2
propagate
it instantly with probability pinst ,
β = 3 . Then, we can show that:
while with probability 1 − pinst it will wait for
M
−M
time Tdef er . Thus if a higher value is received
P r[X ≤
(4)
] ≤ exp(
)
while a node is waiting, the prior one(s) can
6
9
be suppressed.
Thus we obtain:
• Parameter Adaptivity: It is desirable to choose
3
pinst and Tdef er adaptively so as to reduce
P r[X ≤ ln k] ≤ exp(− ln k)
(5)
overhead while still meeting the deadline. In
2
fact, one could think of them as pinst (ri , dres )
This leads to the result that:
and Tdef er (ri , dres ) where ri is the number
of values already received by node i before
1
P r[ site P propagates ≤ 9 ln k values ] ≥ 1 −
receiving the current value (observe that in
k
(6)
the most general case, the probability of the
Thus, the number of values propagated by the given
current supremum being the global supremum
site is O(log k) with probability at least 1 − k1 .
is k−r1i +1 i.e. increases with ri ), and dres is
In simulations (see Section VI), we ﬁnd that
the residual time to deadline.
this number tends to be much less than 9 ln k .
• Probabilistic Re-propagation: Efﬁciency concerns dictate that protocols have a probabilistic
a) Realistic Networks: Realistically, the inforcomponent associated with re-broadcasting, to
mation does not spread in a continuum. Besides,
reduce redundant message delivery.
the time for a value to reach a particular node
• Background Gossip: To ensure that reliability
depends not merely on the hop-distance but on
is not compromised, a lightweight background
the congestion and channel conditions encountered.
gossip component may also be added.
However, the continuum model yields useful inProtocols considered in this paper are composed
sights. We thus rest our analysis on such a continof some or all of these mechanisms. The protocols
uum approximation, and investigate its validity via
incorporate a notion of deadlines. On deadline expisimulation. The analysis does not handle the receipt
ration the current local supremum is chosen as the
of duplicate copies of the same value from different
decision value by each node. PriorityCast packets
neighbors. The attempt has been to quantify the
carry the value of interest, as well as auxiliary
number of uniques values propagated, and then
information such as the identity of the generator,
reduce redundancy by applying solutions similar to
and the number of hops traversed so far from the
those proposed for broadcast.
generator.
V. P ROPOSED S OLUTIONS

TO

P RIORITY C AST

A. Flood-and-Suppress Protocols

We have based our PriorityCast protocols on
wireless broadcast rather than unicasts.
2

Observe that the argument used by us is very similar to
that invoked in algorithmic literature to prove that randomized
quicksort runs on an input of size n in time O(n log n) w.h.p.

The basic Flood-and-Suppress protocol (F&S)
uses only semantic purging. Thus a node that receives a value discards it if its rank is lower than
the current supremum, else sets it as its supremum
and re-broadcasts it.
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Abstract-Level Simulation Statistics (Square Grid)

A probabilistic variant (pF&S) re-broadcasts only
with a probability pg to reduce redundancy. To
maintain reliability, a background gossip component may be incorporated (pF&S+BG) whereby
each node periodically (at intervals of Tbg ) makes
a probabilistic decision (with probability pbg ) to
broadcast its current supremum value.

30

No. of Values

20

Tdef er (t) = c1 ·

5

0
0

Fig. 1.

d−t
1
+ c2 ·
· f (t) (7)
(D − h)
vseen (t)

where D is a maximum estimate of network diameter, h is the number of hops traversed by the current
supremum so far, vseen is the number of values
seen by the node so far, and f (t) is a decreasing
function of time satisfying f (d) = 0. c1 and c2 are
appropriately chosen constants (typically c1 < 1).
The intuition behind this formulation is at follows:
at time t, if the value has already traversed h hops,
it may need to traverse upto D − h more hops in
the remaining time interval of length d − t. Without
introducing a re-propagation delay, the time taken
for each hop traversal is given by queueing and
propagation delay + transmission time. Assuming

15

10

B. Delayed Propagation Protocols
In the basic Delayed Propagation (Dprop) protocol, a node that receives a value discards it if its
rank is lower than the current supremum, else sets it
as its supremum. It then sets a timer for time Tdef er .
If no higher-ranked value is received during this
interval, the current supremum is broadcast on timer
expiration. If a higher-ranked value is received, the
running timer is canceled, and a new timer started.
Thus the Dprop protocol corresponds to pinst = 0.
A probabilistic version of this protocol (pDprop)
re-broadcasts a value on timer expiration with
probability pg , rather than deterministically.
To handle possible omissions that might hurt
supremum quality, a background gossip mechanism
may be added (pDprop+BG), as in case of the F&S
protocol. Finally, we consider adaptive variants
without/with background gossip (pDprop+A and
pDprop+BG+A) that choose Tdef er dynamically,
and are hence expected to be better suited for
meeting variable deadlines (as they can adapt to
different time-scales), while keeping overhead
low. For adaptive Dprop variants, we propose the
following general formulation for Tdef er to be
chosen by a node at time t < d (where d is the
deadline):

Avg. no. of values propagated by a node
Avg. No. of values received by a node (counting duplicates)
Avg. no. of unique values received by a node
ln(k+1)
ln(k)+1

25

50

100

150

200
250
300
No. of Generators

350

400

450

500

Statistics from Micro-Benchmarks (Square Grid)

that this time is much smaller compared to the timescale on which values need to propagate, one may
d−t
(c1 < 1), while ensuring
add a delay of c1 · D−h
that the value is able to traverse all remaining
D − h hops within deadline. Besides, we bias the
delay so that nodes that have seen very few values
are more conservative about re-propagating. This
yields the second term. The function f (t) ensures
that as the deadline approaches, this bias becomes
increasingly smaller. A propagation decision for
time ts actually gets scheduled for time ts + tjitter
where tjitter ∈ [0, JIT T ERmax ]. This helps prevent synchronization of the transmissions of various
propagating nodes, that might lead to collisions and
resultant high packet loss.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Our evaluation approach has been two-pronged.
We have performed some abstract-level simulations
to corroborate the analysis presented in Section
IV. To evaluate the protocols we propose for PriorityCast, we have undertaken simulations using
the ns-2 [11] simulator. In these simulations, we
avoid taking into account the actual semantics of
the information that must be PriorityCast by having
generators choose pseudovalues that indicate the
rank of the item within the global total order.
A. Micro-Benchmarks
In this section, we present results from abstractlevel simulations, that assume an ideal physical and
MAC layer, and are primarily aimed at validating
the analysis. They have been performed on a 25x25
square lattice, with all sites occupied. This corresponds to a network of 625 nodes, where each node
is capable of communicating with its four lattice
neighbors. k nodes are chosen uniformly at random
as generators, and they choose a pseudovalue at
random to propagate.
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We study the use of a simple Flood-and-Suppress
methodology (analyzed in Section IV). The average
statistics and the distributions have been computed
over 50 runs for each value of k . Fig. 1 depicts
the average statistics, as the number of generators
is varied from 1 to 500. The average number of
values propagated by nodes when the total number
of generated values is k , tends to stay within the
lower and upper bounds for Hk . The number of
unique values received is marginally larger, with the
difference not being signiﬁcant. However the total
number of values (including duplicates) received
is signiﬁcantly larger, indicating a strong need to
reduce redundant broadcasts. The key observation
is that the expected value analysis of Section IV
seems to have been borne out. It was also found
in these simulations that the maximum number of
unique values received by any node was well within
the 9 ln k mark.
B. Results from ns-2 Simulations
We have implemented PriorityCast in the ns2 network simulator. The ns-2 shadowing model
is used with path-loss exponent set to 3, and the
shadowing deviation set to 4 dB. In the simulations,
we assume the IEEE 802.11 MAC, and an AODV
[12] routing layer. The transmission rate is 2 Mbps,
the transmission power is 100 mW, and the receiver
sensitivity is -91 dBm. We set the carrier sense
threshold to -102 dBm. Currently the routing protocol is not used by the PriorityCast service, which
relies exclusively on hop-by-hop broadcasts. We
have implemented and evaluated a suite of protocols
comprising the variants described in Section V.
We present results for evaluation of static scenarios
comprising 400 nodes in a 2500m x 2500m area.
All scenarios were generated using the BonnMotion tool [13]. The total simulation time is 50.0s,
and in each simulation, the PriorityCast protocol
is invoked once. All presented statistics represent
an average over 10 random static topologies. We
also introduce very low background trafﬁc comprising 20 constant bit rate (CBR) conversations (between randomly selected source-destination pairs,
and starting at random times) 3 . In the presented
3
We did not study performance of the background CBR
ﬂows, but did observe extremely poor CBR delivery ratios,
primarily due to failed route discoveries. This happened even
in absence of PriorityCast activity, and is thus orthogonal to
our work, but merits mention as it raises a relevant issue routing protocol performance in large, dense networks

simulation results, the gossip probability pg was
set to 0.5, and the background gossip probability
was 0.2 (wherever applicable). The number of
generators k was varied in the range 40-200. In each
simulation, node numbers 1, ..., k were designated
originators, and as each node is placed uniformly
at random, this yields random distribution of generators. Recall that all simulations used the same
10 random static topologies. Thus, varying k corresponds to incrementally making additional nodes
in the topology originate values. All generators
originate the values at the same time. The deadline
for dissemination was set so as to allow 10.0s
for propagation. For non-adaptive Dprop variants,
Tdef er was set to 1.0s. Adaptive Dprop variants
d−t
1
choose Tdef er (t) = 0.5· (D−h)
+ 2· vseen
· (1 − dt )
(recall notation from Section V). vseen is taken as
the total number of values received, rather than the
unique ones. However, as the two are expected to
be proportional, this is reasonable. Tbg is set to 5.0s,
while JIT T ERmax is 100ms. In order to quantify
satisfactoriness of the chosen suprema, we examine
the number of nodes ni that choose the value with
rank i on deadline expiration.
1) Static Networks: No Spatial Correlation in
Values: We discuss the simulation results for static
network topologies, when the values generated do
not show any location correlation. Fig. 2 depicts the
average number of values that a node propagates.
It can be seen that for the F&S protocol, this value
lies within the bounds for Hk , thus bearing out the
analysis of Section IV. The basic Dprop protocol
propagates less values than F&S on average, and all
protocols with a probabilistic component propagate
a very small number of values, with the probabilistic Dprop variants propagating the least. Fig.
3 depicts the average number of values received by
a node (counting duplicates). As is expected, F&S
receives the maximum number of values, followed
by Dprop. The probabilistic protocols show signiﬁcant improvement, and receive a much smaller
number of values. The probabilistic variants of F&S
show moderate improvement. pDprop, pDprop+A,
pDprop+BG and pDprop+BG+A exhibit a very
large reduction.
We have not included graphs for number of
unique values received due to lack of space but
brieﬂy discuss them. The average number of unique
values received by a node is higher than the number
of values propagated. However the P.D.F. of unique
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values is still strongly concentrated for all protocols, and most of the probability mass lies below
the 9 ln k mark.
Fig. 4 shows the P.D.F. for total number of
values received (counting duplicates) when k =
200. For clarity, we only reproduce results for six
protocols. The F&S protocol has the heaviest tail.
In Dprop, the mass is shifted to the left, while the
probabilistic variants of both F&S and Dprop show
even greater left-shift. The pDprop, pDprop+A, and
pDprop+BG+A protocol(s) are the best in terms of
this criterion.
The emergent picture is that Dprop is more
message-efﬁcient than F&S, and adding a probabilistic component reduces the total number of
values received. However, there is not much additional reduction in message overhead obtainable via
further sophisticated approaches to pDprop. Nevertheless, the case for background gossip and adaptive
Dprop rests on another crucial consideration viz.
the quality of the supremum that gets chosen by
each node on deadline expiration. While addition
of probabilistic rebroadcast reduces the message
overhead, it increases the possibility of nodes not
receiving the global supremum, due to the gossip
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for that value dying out. Similarly, use of a ﬁxed
Tdef er in Dprop may make it difﬁcult to meet tight
deadlines. Adaptive Tdef er also allows for greater
opportunity to supress values when there is a lot of
time left before deadline expiration. We consider
statistics regarding the number of nodes that chose
values of rank 1, 2, 3, ... etc. as their supremum on
deadline expiration (averaged over 10 runs). Recall
that rank is determined by the pseudovalue. Fig. 5
depicts these statistics (a few outlying points are not
shown in this ﬁgure to keep the scale reasonable)
for k = 200. The x-axis indicates the rank of the
value, and the y-axis indicates the number of nodes
that chose it as supremum. All protocols show fairly
good quality of suprema. Though there is not a
signiﬁcant performance difference between various
protocols here, there is indication that any possible
loss of supremum quality on using pDprop can
be potentially compensated by using the additional
mechanisms we have considered. There is some
variability in the trends for other values of k (not
shown here). However, one general conclusion can
be derived, viz., that any loss in supremum quality
by using pDprop can be compensated for by adding
both adaptivity and background gossip (i.e. using
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pDprop+BG+A); thus leading to low overhead as
well as good quality.
2) Static Networks: Spatial Correlation in Values: To investigate the effect of spatial correlation in values, we have performed another set of
simulations. We consider the same set of static
scenarios as in Section VI-B.1. The generator nodes
are chosen as before. However, in this set of simulations, a generator node located at (x, y) originates
a pseudovalue = x + y. This yields a strong
physical gradient in the generated values, and leads
to the likelihood that higher priority values will be
generated by nodes that are close together.
Fig. 6 depicts the average number of values that
a node propagates. This number is only marginally
higher than in the absence of correlation. Particularly, the number of values propagated by F&S
is only slightly higher than Hk . Thus, it appears
that the expected value analysis based on lack of
correlation is not too far off even when there is
strong spatial correlation. Fig. 7 shows the average number of values a node receives (counting
duplicates). While the relative trends again remain
the same, it is noteworthy that the number of
values received for each protocol is higher in the
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presence of correlation. This is intuitive, as the
higher priority values originate from certain speciﬁc
regions of the network, and lower priority values
are often able to propagate further before getting
suppressed. Similar trends are observed for the
average number of unique values received, which
is higher when there is correlation (ﬁgure omitted
due to space constraints). Due to lack of space, we
have also not included the P.D.F. of unique values
received. It also exhibits a right-shift in probability
mass compared to the no-correlation case. However,
most of the probability mass is still much below
the 9 ln k mark. Fig. 8 shows the distribution for
the total number of values received with k = 200.
For the sake of clarity, we only reproduce results
for six protocols. F&S exhibits the heaviest tail,
very closely followed by Dprop. pF&S performs
much better, but pDprop and pDprop+A are best.
pDprop+BG+A shows only a marginal right-shift
compared to pDprop and pDprop+BG, and is still
quite message-efﬁcient.
Fig. 9 depicts the number of nodes that chose
a particular ranked value as their supremum when
k = 200 (some outlying points are not shown
in the ﬁgure due to scale issues). F&S per-
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forms best. pDprop+BG+A is next-best. Dprop and
pDprop+A also perform quite well. However, pF&S
and non-adaptive pDprop variants have comparatively poorer performance. pDprop+BG+A peforms
somewhat better than pDprop+A signifying that the
background gossip component may help. Overall,
the quality of the achieved suprema is worse in
presence of correlation when augmented variants
of the basic F&S and Dprop protocols are used.
Once again, the supremum statistics for other values
of k do show some variability in trends; however
the same general conclusion emerges from all, i.e.,
adding both adaptivity and background gossip to
pDprop allows for achieving a reasonable tradeoff between efﬁcient dissemination and good supremum quality.
VII. D ISCUSSION
The results obtained from the ns-2 simulations conform well to the analysis and the microbenchmarks. The PriorityCast problem has an inherent scalability in that even with a trivial F&S
protocol the number of unique values propagated
tends to scale logarithmically. However, inclusion
of a gossip component is important for reduction in redundant receipts. Delayed Propagation
further reduces communication overhead by providing greater opportunity for semantic purging.
Additional optimizations can help reduce message
overhead without overtly degrading quality of chosen suprema. The beneﬁts of having a suite of
protocols using different combinations of the considered mechanisms lie in the ability to choose
the appropriate combination for a given situation.
More speciﬁcally, the considered protocols have
ﬂexibility to handle a much wider range of situations/requirements than those analyzed/simulated
in this paper. Adaptive Tdef er allows modulation of
dissemination speed to suit a wide-range of timescales (depending on deadline), thereby allowing
effective suppression without degrading supremum
quality. It is also expected to be useful in case
of staggered value generation, since values generated earlier will be propagated after larger delays, thereby allowing opportunity for their suppression by higher-ranked values generated later.
Background gossip not only helps compensate for
supremum degradation due to probabilistic propagation, but can also be effective in overcoming
missed packets when nodes use power-save mech-

anisms. Inclusion of auxiliary information allows
nodes the freedom to choose a supremum based
on criteria involving both rank and other desirable
properties.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We have considered an important problem called
PriorityCast, that seeks to disseminate critical prioritized information in a wireless ad hoc network,
subject to deadlines, and in an efﬁcient manner.
We have presented some analysis based on a
continuum-propagation approximation, and evaluated a number of solutions via simulation. Overall,
the results are extremely promising, and indicate
that simple but effective gossip-based protocols are
a suitable solution for the PriorityCast problem.
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